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A B O U T  T H E  H A L E  R E P O R T  E X T R A C T

• We present as a HALE Report Extract two sample chapters: The first chapter – HALE UAS 
Critical for High-Altitude ISR – analyses the role of the Northrop Grumman Global Hawk and 
competing platforms in delivering high-altitude intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
(ISR). 

• The second chapter – HALE Geopolitics and Conflict Dimensions – provides a short overview 
of the geopolitical significance of HALE platforms.  

1. HALE UAS CRITICAL FOR HIGH-ALTITUDE ISR

High-altitude intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) is considered of vital importance 
by leading militaries, including China, Russia and in particular the United States. Aircraft that operate 
at high altitudes between 12 and 21 kilometres (40,000 to 80,000 feet) can monitor wide territories 
and gather information, while maintaining a safe distance from air defense systems. With their large 
payload capacity, long endurance and high operating altitude, HALEs are well-suited for high-
altitude ISR. HALE systems, such as the Northrop Grumman Global Hawk, conduct high-altitude ISR 
from outside contested airspace. Stealthy HALEs such as the Northrop Grumman RQ-180 can also 
conduct high-altitude ISR from within contested environments. The latter is inherently secretive 
and classified by nature. 

This section analyses the role of the Global Hawk in the wider context of high-altitude ISR and 
compares its capabilities against other high-altitude reconnaissance platforms, including Lockheed 
Martin’s U-2 Dragon Lady, satellites, High-Altitude Platform Systems (HAPS) and the RQ-180. In 
addition, we briefly discuss the high-altitude ISR capabilities of China’s HALEs. 

Global Hawk continues to be relevant for high-altitude ISR 

Despite concerns over obsolescence, the Global Hawk continues to play an important role in high-
altitude ISR. With its powerful sensors it provides crucial multi-INT ISR, including Imagery Intelligence  
(IMINT) and Signals Intelligence (SIGINT). 

Global Hawk as part of the ‘deterrence by detection’ strategy 

Emerging military doctrine regarding great power competition speaks of ‘deterrence by detection’ 
(see box below) as a key strategy of the US and its allies in the containment of Russia and China. This 
deterrence is to be done through high-altitude ISR. The Global Hawk is well-suited to roll out this 
strategy because it offers a high-altitude, persistent eye in the sky. 

The Global Hawk is relatively slow and easy to detect by radar, which makes it unsuitable for operating 
in contested airspace. However, ‘deterrence by detection’ does not require stealthy platforms 
undetectable by enemy air defences. On the contrary, visibility can be an asset. It makes clear that if 
any action is taken, it will be recorded and exposed. In case a HALE is shot down it will not result in 
the loss of life. The export of Global Hawks and Tritons to Australia, Japan, NATO and South Korea 
facilitates the ‘deterrence by detection’ strategy as it widens the reach and interoperability of the ISR 
assets around the world.  
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Deterrence by Detection: a new US strategy for containing China and Russia

‘Deterrence by detection’ is based on the premise that military adversaries of the US and its allies are 
less likely to commit opportunistic attacks if they know they are continuously watched and that their 
actions can be made public. It specifically refers to attempts by China and Russia to obscure hostile 
actions in order to claim plausible deniability. The concept was coined by the Center for Strategic and 
Budgetary Assessments in 2020. It is suggested as a strategy for the Taiwan Strait, South China Sea 
and East China Sea in the Asia-Pacific as well as the Baltics, Black Sea, and eastern Mediterranean 
Sea in Europe. 

Implementing ‘deterrence by detection’ requires an extensive high-altitude ISR network, including 
the participation of allies. ISR-purposed UAVs are suggested as capable providers of cost-effective, 
persistent and interoperable systems, providing round the clock surveillance in key regions.1 

RQ-4 Global Hawk operated by the US Air Force. Credit: Northrop Grumman
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Global Hawk considered for US Army’s High Accuracy Detection and 
Exploitation System

The US Army is considering the Global Hawk for its High Accuracy Detection and Exploitation System 
(HADES). HADES is intended to provide the ISR payload for the Army’s next generation airborne 
high-altitude ISR platform.2 Other platforms are also considered for HADES including the Boeing 
P-8A Poseidon maritime patrol aircraft, Gulfstream EC-37B Compass Call electronic attack aircraft 
and the Bombardier E-11A business jets. HADES is aimed at Multi-Domain Operations (MDO) against 
peer- and near-peer adversaries. A fully mature HADES onboard a Global Hawk will identify and 
track targets, and relay their coordinates to the Army’s new Precision Strike Missile (PrSM) system. 
Ultimately, this will enable the Army to complete the sensor-to-shooter loop without reliance on the 
US Air Force ISR assets. 

Global Hawk versus the U-2 Dragon Lady: competition for high-altitude ISR 

The Global Hawk is not the only high-altitude ISR asset of the US Armed Forces. Lockheed Martin’s 
U-2 spy plane continues to be used extensively by the US Air Force for high-altitude ISR missions. The 
U-2 Dragon Lady has been in operation for more than 65 years. In 2006, the retirement of the U-2 as 
a cost-cutting measure was announced. Since then there have been repeated calls to retire the U-2, 
but the aircraft continues to be used alongside the Global Hawk. The reason: the U-2 is considered 
too valuable for the US Air Force. In fact, the whole fleet of 32 U-2 are engaged worldwide. Most U-2 
operated today were built in the 1980s and still have 80 per cent structural life remaining. 

Unlike Global Hawk, U-2 is controlled by a human pilot. At approximately 12 hours, flight endurance 
of U-2 is much shorter than Global Hawk, which means less persistence. Flying and landing the U-2 
is also notoriously difficult, with only a selected number of pilots qualifying for this duty.

The Lockheed Martin U-2 Dragon Lady flying above the clouds. Credit: US Air Force
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In many ways, however, the U-2 is superior to the Global Hawk. 

• First, it has a higher service ceiling at 21.3 kilometres (70,000 feet) versus 18.3 kilometres (60,000 
feet) for the Global Hawk. 

• Second, the U-2 can climb and descend faster than the Global Hawk. 

• Third, U-2 has a larger payload capacity and a better payload to weight ratio than the Global 
Hawk. Yet, the aircraft carry EO/IR and radars with a similar performance. U-2 significantly 
outperformed the older Block 30s but with the sensor upgrades for the Block 40s the two 
aircraft are on par. 

• Fourth, the U-2 has a more modular architecture than the Global Hawk which allows for rela-
tively easy and cost-effective integration of new payloads. 

• Fifth, U-2 has a higher survivability in and near contested airspace because it is more 
manoeuvrable and less dependent on communications.

The shorter range and flight endurance means that the U-2 needs to be stationed closer to the 
theatre of operations. They can be deployed more rapidly, which makes them more useful in 
emergency and short notice missions. 

Comparing the Global Hawk and the U-2

Global Hawk U-2 Dragon Lady

Service Ceiling (km) 18.3 21.3

Flight Endurance (hr) >32 12 

Payload Capacity (kg) 1,360 2,268 

Power Generated (kVA) 25 45 

EO/IR Sensor MS-177, Collins Aerospace SYERS-2, Collins Aerospace

Payload Modularity Low High

A2/AD Survivability Low Marginal

Manoeuvrability Low Medium

Dependency on external links and 
vulnerability to jamming

High Low

Flight Control Autonomous Piloted

Number in operation 36 32
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Global Hawk versus satellites: competition for high-altitude ISR

Reconnaissance satellites are an important asset for high-altitude ISR. Equipped with advanced 
sensors, such as SAR and EO, they can monitor and detect objects of interest. Low Earth orbit (LEO) 
satellites can reach an optical resolution of up to 15 centimetres (5.9 inches) and a radar resolution of 
up to 30 centimetres (1 foot) or even better. In reality this may even be higher but militaries keep the 
performance of reconnaissance satellites classified. In comparison, the Global Hawk’s radar achieves 
a 90 centimetres (3 foot) resolution in wide area mode and up to 30 centimetres (1 foot) resolution in 
spot mode. 

However, the downside of satellites is that they have to orbit Earth, which means they can never 
keep a constant eye on targets. This causes problems for monitoring moving targets in particular. 
What is more, unlike Global Hawk and Triton, commanders do not always have direct control over 
satellites and sometimes they may not receive requested support. So HALEs fill the gap left by 
satellites. They are complementary. However, advancements in the developments of micro 
satellite constellations could come at the expense of the Global Hawk. Weighing between 10 to 
100 kilogrammes (22 to 220 lbs), they are small enough to be launched in large numbers from space 
planes such as the Boeing X-37. In large constellations, satellites can cover larger areas and offer 
more persistence than before. 

High-Altitude Platform Systems as alternative high-altitude ISR platforms

 
PHASA-35 Solar Wing.  Credit: BAE Systems
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High-Altitude Platform Systems (HAPS) are another uncrewed high-altitude ISR alternative to the 
Global Hawk and the U-2. HAPS also operate in the stratosphere, slightly above HALEs at an 
approximate altitude of 20 kilometres (66,000 feet). They are solar powered and lightweight in 
design, either relying on aerodynamic lift through the use of a massive wing or on aerostatic lift 
through the use of gas. 

HAPS can carry lightweight sensors or advanced radars comparable to the Global Hawk. They are 
significantly cheaper than HALEs and therefore a cost-effective alternative for high-altitude ISR. For 
example, the Airbus Zephyr S has a unit price of approximately $ 5 million. The downside of HAPS is 
that the technology is still largely immature. Unlike the Global Hawk and the U-2, they have not yet 
proven their worth in operational settings. 

Wide-area motion imagery a potential HALE application? 

WAMI is an approach to intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance that utilises powerful sensor 
systems to provide 360-degree imagery of a large, city-sized area all at once. WAMI systems are able 
to detect and track all significant movement within the surveilled area. This way, analysts can zoom 
in and out of areas of interest, follow objects or people of interests in real-time, and rewind or forward 
recorded video to trace movement over time. WAMI sensors have been used on a wide range of UAS, 
including tethered aerostats, MALEs and tactical UAS. For example, the Gorgon Stare WAMI sensor, 
developed by Sierra Nevada Corporation, has been integrated with the MQ-9 Reaper MALE. HALEs 
have not yet been used to carry WAMI sensors. In theory, they are well suited for WAMI due to their 
high operating altitude and large payload capacity. 

The need for platforms with a penetrating high-altitude ISR capability

Global Hawk and the U-2 share a common shortcoming: they are not designed for 21st century 
contested airspace. Modern air defences are able to detect, jam or takedown the aircraft even beyond 
denied airspace zones.

Global Hawk jammed near Russian border 

On 24 April 2021, a RQ-4B Global Hawk reported a loss of communications as it conducted an ISR 
mission near Russia’s border in Ukraine. Russia reportedly jammed the Global Hawk’s communications 
using its ground-based and air-based electronic warfare systems. The Global Hawk was forced to 
return.3

The US Army anticipates an increasing need for weapon systems capable of penetrating contested 
airspace. This requires manoeuvrable, stealthy, high-speed platforms with advanced electronic 
warfare capabilities to prevent jamming. Lockheed Martin’s RQ-170 Sentinel was partially designed 
with this role in mind. The stealthy HALE conducts secretive ISR missions for the CIA, but it remains 
detectable by radar. There are several other uncrewed platforms that could meet this need, most 
notably Northrop Grumman’s RQ-180 and Lockheed Martin’s TR-X and SR-72.  
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RQ-170 Sentinel down in Iran

Developed by Lockheed Martin’s SkunkWorks, the RQ-170 Sentinel is a high-altitude stealthy UAS 
designed to conduct covert ISR operations in contested airspace. The aircraft was first spotted in 
Afghanistan in 2009 on an airport runway in Kandahar. The RQ-170’s penetrating ISR capability ran 
into question when one of the aircraft either suffered mechanical failure or was downed by Iran’s 
Islamic Revolutionary Guard (IRGC) in 2011. The IRGC reportedly jammed the signals of the UAS as it 
operated near Iran’s border, forcing it to land on Iranian territory, while this has been disputed by US 
military officials.4 Despite the loss of one RQ-170, the aircraft continues to operate. One of its 
advantages is its reportedly relatively low price tag of $6 million. This makes the UAS attritable and 
not as costly to lose as for example a Global Hawk. 

High-altitude ISR may be provided by the classif ied RQ-180

The secretive Northrop Grumman RQ-180 can provide high-altitude ISR, and is difficult to detect. 
First flying in 2010, open source intelligence suggests that the RQ-180 has been fully operational 
from 2017, and is based in the Western Pacific region. This platform has the capability to penetrate 
A2/AD denied airspace and perform reconnaissance missions. The RQ-180 was probably sighted 
near the Philippines in 2021, indicating a potential use for reconnaissance missions in the South 
China Sea. 

The deployment of the RQ-180 may explain the Air Force’s willingness to divest and retire the Global 
Hawk, as RQ-180s have been filling this gap. 

The Supreme Leader of Iran, Ayatollah Khamenei, attends the exhibition of the downed RQ-170 (in 
front) and the reversed engineered UAS (in the back).
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Comparing high-altitude ISR platforms’ key metric and capabilities

Service Ceiling 
(km)

Flight Endurance 
(hr)

A2/AD Survivability Surveillance Persistence Unit Costs Operational Costs

Global Hawk 18.3 32 Low High High High

Triton 16.7 32 Low High High High

Divine Eagle 25 30 Medium High Medium Medium

Soar Dragon 18.3 10 Low Medium Medium Medium

RQ-180 21.3 24 High High Speed Very high Very high

TR-X 21.3 24 Medium High High High

RQ-170 15.2 4 Medium Low Low Medium

U-2 21.3 12 Low Medium High High

HAPS 20 Up to a Year Medium Very high Low Low

LEOs Space >5 years Medium Low (needs to orbit earth) High Low
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TR-X will  be able to operate in marginally contested airspace

The TR-X is a next-generation HALE which was put forward by Lockheed Martin as a concept proposal 
in 2015. The main use of the TR-X will be high-altitude ISR in permissive and marginally contested 
airspace.  The TR-X builds on Lockheed’s U-2 Dragon Lady and Northrop Grumman’s Global Hawk. 
Lockheed intends to consolidate and combine functionalities of the U-2 and the Global Hawk. It is 
unclear whether the TR-X concept will come to fruition. In 2016, it was suggested as the future 
replacement for the U-2. The aircraft will incorporate some stealth features and advanced electronic 
warfare equipment to enable marginal operations in or near contested airspace. 

SR-72 stealthy and hypersonic 

Lockheed is also working on a hypersonic reconnaissance and strike UAS, named the SR-72. The UAS 
will be able to reach Mach 6 and fly at altitudes of up to 24.4 kilometres (80,000 feet), much higher 
than existing high-altitude ISR aircraft. With its hypersonic speed, the SR-72 will probably fly too fast 
for most air defense systems. Speed is also a limiting factor for conducting reconnaissance since it 
can only observe a target for a very brief moment. 

China’s high-altitude ISR capability 

With the Soar Dragon and Divine Eagle, China has two highly capable high-altitude ISR platforms. 
The Soar Dragon can operate at similar altitudes as the Global Hawk, albeit for a short distance and 
time. The Divine Eagle operates at even higher altitudes at a maximum of 25 kilometres (82,000 
feet). This puts the aircraft above the Global Hawk and the U-2. The HALEs can be deployed in China’s 
mountainous regions in Xinjiang (northwest) and in the Tibet Autonomous Region near the border 
with India. 
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The infographic above depicts the position of HALEs within the context of the layers of the Earth’s atmosphere. HALEs operate in the stratosphere.
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2. HALE GEOPOLITICS AND CONFLICT DIMENSIONS

HALEs are operated around the world and most prominently in the Middle East, China and its 
surrounding regions, the Indo-Pacific and Eastern Europe. Building on the military dynamic sections, 
this section looks at HALEs from a geopolitical and conflict perspective.

Global Hawk and Triton foster Indo-Pacific ISR cooperation 

Export of the Global Hawk and the Triton to Australia, Japan and South Korea should be seen in light 
of ISR cooperation between the US and its allies in the Indo-Pacific. The export will further expand 
interoperability and timely sharing of ISR data between the countries. The ISR data collected by 
platforms such as the Global Hawk and Triton feed the sensing grid that will provide predictive and 
timely characterisation of the operating environment. It is a key part of the US’ Joint All Domain 
Command and Control (JADC2), which aims to integrate sensors across domains (space, air, land 
and sea) into a single network. 

The security pact between Australia, the US and the UK, announced on 15 September 2021, is a 
further sign of deepening Indo-Pacific cooperation between the US and its allies. In an effort to 
counter and deter China’s military expansion, the AUKUS pact will provide Australia with US 
technology for building nuclear submarines. 

Global Hawk decades of deployment in Middle East conflicts

The Global Hawk was first deployed by the US Air Force in Afghanistan in 2001. Since then the HALE 
has been used extensively for territorial scanning, ISR and battlefield connectivity in the conflicts in 
Afghanistan and Iraq. Today, the Global Hawk and MQ-4C Triton continue to be operated in the 
Middle East; in Syria in particular. 

China’s HALEs deployed near Indian border

Since the 73-day long China-India border standoff (Doklam standoff) in 2017, China has been building 
its military presence in Xinjiang and Tibet. This includes the country’s HALEs. In 2018, the Divine 
Eagle was spotted on a runway at Malan Airbase in Xinjiang, from where it can reach India. Three 
Soar Dragons were observed at the Shigatse Airbase in 2018. Shigatse is located in the Tibet 
Autonomous Region near the Indo-China Doklam dispute. India’s security establishment has voiced 
concerns over China’s growing military presence near its border.5

HALEs in the South China Sea 

The South China Sea is of great geopolitical importance. One-third of the world’s maritime shipping 
passes through it, carrying over $3 trillion in trade each year. It is also the location of a possible 
military standoff between China and Taiwan and the US. There has been a huge military buildup in 
the region, with China increasing its military presence and the US providing arms to its allies. 

Soar Dragon tailed US Navy Cruiser in Taiwan Strait 

On 24 July 2019, a Soar Dragon tailed the Antietam, a US Navy Cruiser, as it transited the Taiwan 
Strait.6 The incident was the first recorded operational use of the HALE. It is likely that the aircraft 
was deployed from Lingshui Airbase on Hainan, an island in the South China Sea. Satellite imagery 
has shown 2 Soar Dragons aircraft at the Lingshui Airbase. The imagery also showed the presence of 
the Y-8 maritime patrol aircraft. This may indicate that the Soar Dragon and Y-8 will be used together 
in a MUM-T effort for anti-submarine warfare. 
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Australia’s Tritons in reach of South China Sea

Australia’s newly acquired Triton fleet will significantly expand the country’s ability to monitor 
adversaries, such as China. The Triton can be used to monitor oil fields, illegal fishing and for 
humanitarian relief and target acquisition. With its range of 15,186 kilometres (8,200 nautical miles), 
the Tritons can reach Antarctica or all the way north into the increasingly contested South China Sea. 
Australia will get access to the latest radars and SIGINT equipment to detect threats at long range. 
The HALEs will also be able to team with Australia’s P-8 Poseidon, which the country acquired from 
Boeing.  

Global Hawks used to monitor Russian activity 

While the US considers China as its main competitor and threat, its relationship with Russia is at its 
lowest in decades. Russia’s expansions in the arctic and activity in Eastern Europe have sparked 
concerns among European, NATO and US leaders. HALEs can play a significant role in monitoring 
Russian activity in the Black Sea, on the Crimean Peninsula and in eastern Ukraine, with the potential 
to deter hostile actions. 

NATO’s RQ-4D can be used to monitor Russian activity in Eastern Europe 

Over the past five years, Eastern Europe has become a place of increasing geopolitical tensions 
between Russia and NATO. These tensions were fueled by Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014, the 
ongoing war in the Donbas region in eastern Ukraine and the military buildup of both Russia and 
NATO forces along the borders in the Baltics. The 5 RQ-4D AGS HALEs acquired by NATO Alliance 
can be used to monitor Russian activity in Eastern Europe, including in the   Black Sea, on the 
Crimean Peninsula and in eastern Ukraine. They can be used as part of the deterrence by detection 
strategy. A key issue for the EU, US and Ukraine has been Russia’s denial of intervention in Ukraine. 
The threat of exposure by the RQ-4Ds sensors may deter or expose illegal Russian activity.

The Soar Dragon during PLAAF combat exercises in November 2021. Credit: Xinhua News Agency
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HALEs to monitor activity in the Arctic

The Arctic is another region of potential great power conflict where HALEs can play a role in 
monitoring enemy activity. Russia operates its nuclear submarines in the arctic region near Norway. 
A maritime HALE, such as the MQ-4C Triton could be used to monitor activity of Russia’s submarines. 
The MQ-4C Triton has already been floated as a potential solution for monitoring Canada’s northern 
border and the Arctic region.7 
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 The graphic above shows the HALE military bases around the world, including in Australia, China, Guam, Italy, Japan, South Korea, the UAE and the US.
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A B O U T  T H E  R A I N  H A L E  R E P O R T S

An industrial  intell igence guide to HALEs: the most advanced and high-
value UAVs. 

The EYE IN THE SKY reports offer a comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of the multi-billion dollar 
High-Altitude Long-Endurance (HALE) UAS sector, providing actionable insights and trends and 
forecasts. The report series covers all HALE platforms, companies and key component manufacturers. 

What makes the HALE segment so important? 

The HALE sector is a cutting-edge military market, featuring high-level investment from both the 
United States and China. HALE platforms give commanders a persistent ‘eye in the sky’ offering 
unmatched reconnaissance and aerial defense capabilities. However, rapid developments in 
emerging military technology requires actors in this sector to adapt to avoid obsolescence. Populated 
by Divine Eagles, Global Hawks, Tritons, Soaring Dragons and White Bats - the HALE sector showcases 
the competing high-altitude defense strategies of the United States and China. 

Dynamics that will shape the HALE sector are characterised by contested environments and capable 
adversaries, competitive technological innovation and the onset of the application of artificial 
intelligence to military surveillance. Taking all this into account, EYE IN THE SKY presents the 
military outlook for HALE systems and evaluates their future role and relevance in the short 
term, medium term and long term. Critical technological, commercial and military challenges and 
opportunities are identified, explained and evaluated. 

Why buy the reports? 

The $30 billion HALE sector offers huge opportunities for defense investors, suppliers and 
buyers, component and UAV manufacturers as well as governments with an interest in acquiring 
HALEs. 

Which companies and countries are leading the way in HALE platform development and use? How 
do military investments and divestments impact the HALE segment? What are the global growth 
prospects? Where should investments be made?  

Essential reading for defense industry players, the EYE IN THE SKY series offers specific value for in-
formed investment decisions, formulating requirements and acquisition strategies and staying 
ahead of the curve in this complex sector.
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KEY CONTENT

A comprehensive bundle of three complete reports, serving as a comprehensive guide to the sector: 

• HALE applications and deployment

• Platform and payload performance

• Investments and divestments

• Commercial and military trends 

01. METRICS + MAPPING: A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO THE HALE SECTOR

A comprehensive and detailed overview and analysis of the entire HALE segment and ecosystem. 
This report presents characteristics, capabilities, applications and development timelines of the 
Divine Eagle, Global Hawk, RQ-180, Soar Dragon and Triton platforms.  

• Technical specifications and costs

• Technology challenges and innovations

• Global development by country

• Technological readiness levels 

• Investments, divestments and exports

• Market dynamics

• 28 RAIN Graphics

• 25 RAIN Tables

• 2 RAIN Infographics

• 5 Appendices with HALE data

• Military use and history

• High-altitude ISR performance

• Battlefield connectivity performance

• Airborne early warning performance

• Geopolitics and conflict dimensions

• Competing platforms and solutions
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02. BENCHMARKING AUTONOMY + AI PERFORMANCE IN HALES

Developments in AI are making current defense strategies obsolete. Recognising the growing 
influence of AI and autonomy in the defense sector, this report reviews and benchmarks the 
performance of 12 leading HALE platforms and payloads according to three primary AI Capabilities: 
Flight Automation, Connectivity and Automatic Target Recognition (Targeting). 

• Flight Automation benchmark

• Connectivity benchmark

• Targeting benchmark
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HALE CHARACTERISTICS + MILITARY ROLES

• Current AI use for HALEs

• Potential of AI in the HALE sector

• Complete leaderboard of HALEs
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OVERALL HALE AI + AUTONOMY BREAKDOWN

TARGETING 29%

FLIGHT 42%

CONNECTIVITY 29%

MUM-T 1%

 ©2021 RAIN Research Ltd.
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03. TRENDS + FORECASTS FOR THE HALE SECTOR

This report synthesises all data of our reports to identify trends and formulate predictive insights for 
the HALE sector and the broader military ecosystem. 

• Macro and micro-level trends

• Critical factors for success

• Military requirements and trends

• HALE platform and sector predictions

• 13 metatrends 

• 52 military trends and forecasts

• 28 commercial trends and forecasts

• 16 AI and technology trends and forecasts

RQ-4A/B DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMME COSTS

 ©2021 RAIN Research Ltd.
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FURTHER READING: RAIN+ EXTRACT REPORTS AVAILABLE

RAIN+ has report extracts immediately available, including: 

• RAIN 500 Who’s Who in AI and Defense: Media Spotlight

• RAIN 500 Who’s Who in AI and Defense: 10 Women at the Top of AI + Defence in the US

• A New Momentum for the Stratosphere: High-Altitude Platform Systems + Artificial Intelli-
gence: A report extract covering market dynamics and the role of HAPS in the Networked Bat-
tlefield

• Eye in the Skye: High-Altitude Long-Endurance Uncrewed Systems on the Battlefield: A report 
extract covering HALE geopolitics, conflict dimensions and high-altitude ISR

• The RAIN VC: The Venture Capital + Defense Directory: A report extract covering influential 
leaders in VC + Defense

All report samples are available at: https://rainresearchgroup.ai/reports/ 

If you are interested in RAIN’s wider research, please contact us at  hello@rainresearchgroup.ai.
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https://rainresearchgroup.ai/product/the-rain-500/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/product/the-rain-500/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/reports/
mailto:hello%40rainresearchgroup.ai?subject=
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A B O U T  R A I N  -  A I  +  D E F E N S E :  T H E  N E W 
F R O N T I E R  O F  G L O B A L  S E C U R I T Y

RAIN Research Group is a global knowledge platform on the intersection of AI and Defense. It pro-
vides the latest on AI + Defense by sourcing comprehensive, intelligible and relevant knowledge / 
data and connecting to all the players globally. Its three divisions – RAIN Industry, RAINCLOUD and 
RAIN Ethics – work in synergy to provide a unique and specialised source on AI + Defense. 

RAIN+ INDUSTRY REPORTS

RAIN+ Industry reports are essential for defense sector leaders. As militaries around the world adapt 
to the AI Revolution, our reports provide a multi-dimensional view of AI impacts. We map the AI 
ecosystem, benchmark companies, evaluate capabilities and rank platforms and systems. We track 
trends to help you stay ahead of the curve on the impacts of emerging technologies and AI. 

The RAIN+ VC: A Venture Capital + Defense Directory in the US is the first comprehensive report on 
venture capital’s involvement in the US defense sector. The report covers all emerging critical 
technology industries, highlighting the 40 most important VC firms in the defense space and the 
150 most prominent VC-backed defense and dual-use companies.

The RAIN+ Who’s Who in AI + Defense series maps key players, institutions and companies in AI + 
Defense. Divided into regions, the first edition in the series covers people to watch in the US, with 
other reports to follow.

The RAIN+ UAS: High-Altitude Platforms and Artificial Intelligence are two series of reports providing 
in-depth analysis of  the new defense frontier in the stratosphere: High-Altitude Platform Systems 
(HAPS) and High-Altitude Long-Endurance Systems (HALEs). The high-altitude segment is of 
crucial importance in the future battlefield. The reports map, track and evaluate platforms, 
technologies, investments, policy, military requirements and more. Through the comprehensive 
data analysis, along with trends and forecasts, they offer an entry point to the complex HAPS and 
HALE sectors.

RAIN+ ETHICS

The deployment of artificial intelligence in the defense sector is provoking a debate of seismic 
importance. RAIN+ Ethics is committed to supporting and informing the debate around the ethics 
of AI use in the Defense Sector. RAIN+ Ethics disentangles the dynamics of the debate – the political, 
legal and ethical arguments and the implications of AI technology – provides clarification on the 
ethical positions and summarises this in guidance reports. This division also maps the landscape of 
stakeholders and regulatory initiatives to support leaders and decision makers as they navigate the 
challenges of AI.

https://rainresearchgroup.ai/vc_report/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/rain500/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/haps_report/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/haps_report/
https://rainresearchgroup.ai/product/high-altitude-long-endurance-uncrewed-systems/
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Copyright © 2023 RAIN Research Group Ltd. All rights reserved. 

No part of this report may be copied, reproduced, distributed or communicated to any third party 
without specific written consent from RAIN Research Group.
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DISCLAIMER

At RAIN+ Industry, we take extreme care to provide you with the most up-to-date and accurate 
information possible. All RAIN reports are subjected to rigorous review to ensure they meet our high 
standards for research quality and accuracy. In the unlikely case that information might need 
modifying, please notify us by email on industry@rainresearchgroup.ai so that our team can make 
the necessary changes. 

The information and analysis in this report is provided for general information purposes only. RAIN+ 
Industry cannot be held responsible for any use or consequences of use of this information by our 
customers or third parties. We also do not assume any liability for the accuracy, comprehensiveness 
or usefulness of the content of this report and its various annexes or companions. We try to correct 
any inaccuracies as soon as possible in subsequent versions of this report.

https://twitter.com/rainresearchgroup
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S O U R C E S

1.https://csbaonline.org/uploads/documents/CSBA8209_(Deterrence_by_Detection_Report)_FINAL.
pdf 

2.https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/41098/armys-plans-for-new-high-flying-intelligence-air-
craft-are-taking-shape

3.https://www.defenseworld.net/news/29433/U_S__Global_Hawk_Drone__Lost_Contact__While_Fly-
ing_Over_Ukraine__Russian_Media#.YO1b6W4o9hE

4.https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Middle-East/2011/1209/Downed-US-drone-How-Iran-caught-
the-beast

5.https://www.india.com/news/world/china-secretly-deploys-deadly-divine-eagle-jet-uavs-h-6k-
bombers-adjacent-to-india-report-3659784/

6.https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/china%E2%80%99s-giant-spy-drone-just-tailed-us-navy-
cruiser-69881

7.https://www.navalreview.ca/2020/02/canadian-arctic-surveillance-is-the-mq-4c-triton-hale-uav-
the-answer/
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